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Cranmore Partners is a rapidly growing, and increasingly 
global, financial advisory boutique focusing primarily on the 
infrastructure and energy sectors. It operates across EMEA 
and Asia, out of hubs in London, Istanbul, Abu Dhabi and Delhi.

With a strong focus on sustainability and energy transition, 
Cranmore advises global and regional strategic players, 
financial investors, governments, and financiers around the 
world on:
• Securing and optimizing non-recourse debt for their 

strategic projects;
• Securing and optimizing equity for projects;
• Commercial strategy, structuring and risk management; 
• including advisory on offtakes;
• Financial structuring & strategy, including evolution of 

financing solutions throughout the life cycle of projects and 
corporates;

• Cutting edge financial modelling, and
• Bid/project management.

About Us

Energy Estate’s mission is to accelerate the transformation 
of the energy sector and decarbonisation of industry. 
Energy Estate is a developer and accelerator and provides 
commercial, technical and strategic advisory services to a 
broad range of clients. 

Our team has decades of experience and knowledge across 
the energy value chain coupled with broad and deep 
relationships globally with producers, developers, traders, 
utilities, investors, contractors and suppliers, regulatory 
bodies, NGOs and other stakeholders.

Our HydrogenGrowth platform is accelerating the 
development of hydrogen, ammonia, green chemicals 
and e-fuels projects on a global basis. Our pipeline of 
development projects includes first movers in the Australian 
market such as Abbot Point Clean Energy Hub, Central 
Queensland Power and Hunter Hydrogen Network and 
extends to markets such as the US, UK and New Zealand. 



About Cranmore

/Winning and Closing Track Record

Scaling Solar PV 

c. 50 MW Scaling Solar PV Project

Zambia

Financial Advisor
USD 50m

First project on Scaling Solar 
platform to close financing

December 2017

Shuqaiq 3 IWP

450,000 m3/d reverse osmosis 
seawater desalination plant

Saudi Arabia
Financial Advisor

USD 575m

May 2019

Global Water Awards 
Water Deal of the Year 

– Distinction

Dumat Al Jandal Wind IPP

400MW Wind IPP Tender

Saudi Arabia
Financial Advisor 

USD 400m

July 2019

First large-scale wind farm in 
Saudi Arabia. PFI Renewable 

Deal of the Year MENA.

Fujairah 3 IPP

2,400 MW CCGT

UAE
Financial Advisor

USD 1.1B

May 2020

Largest power plant by capacity 
to achieve financial close 

globally in 2020

Nur Navoi Scaling Solar IPP

100MW PV IPP

Financial Advisor 
USD 111m

December 2020

First ever closed IPP, PPP and 
large-scale renewable 

power plant in Uzbekistan 

Uzbekistan

EnerjiSA EUR650m 
asset portfolio refinancing 

3.6 GW 21-asset portfolio

Financial Advisor
EUR 650M

September 2020

First ever green and gender 
equality linked-loan in a single 

transaction in Turkey

Turke
y

/Green Hydrogen Leadership

❖ Uzbekistan Scaling Solar II (440MW)
❖ Sherabad PV, Uzbekistan (200MW)
❖ Ghubrah 3 IWP, Oman (300k m3/d)
❖ Qiddiya Utilities Privatisation (c. USD1bn) 

, Saudi Arabia

/Who We Are

Ongoing projects 
advising preferred 
bidders:

Cranmore is a young award-winning boutique debt advisory firm
advising global leaders on their strategic transactions
In the five years since our inception, we have closed a number of 
first-of-its-kind transactions, including: 
❖ the first ever wind farm in Saudi Arabia, at world record low tariff;
❖ the most-efficient gas-fired IPP globally in 2020, in the UAE; 
❖ the first ever renewable IPP and PPP in Uzbekistan; 
❖ the first ever Scaling Solar project to reach financial close.

Cranmore today is one of the leading financial advisors globally on
green hydrogen project and debt structuring through its
involvement in pioneering projects including the HyDeal Ambition,
HyDeal Spain, and HyDeal Los Angeles.

Recently closed 
transactions:

In 2020, on the back of recent 
track record, we were 
awarded the IJGlobal MENA 
Financial Advisor of the Year 
and the ESG Award 2020.

Spain 4GW+ 

Green 

Hydrogen 

Projects



Hydrogen Investability Index: Top 40 Countries

EU and Europe
− Legislated net zero 

targets
− Carbon pricing & 

borders supporting 
local clean hydrogen 
demand

− Strong national & EU 
support in funding & 
procurement 
framework

− Limited/high cost RE 
resource

US
− Expectations of 

$3/kg green 
hydrogen ITC/PTC

− World class hybrid 
wind/solar 
resource

− Extensive existing 
H2 pipelines

Middle East
− Strong LCOE advantage 

against competing 
countries with similar solar 
resource from well-
structured renewable 
procurement

− Decades of experience and 
infrastructure in energy 
export

− State-driven efforts 
ongoing but in early stages

Australia
− World class hybrid 

wind/solar 
resource

− Strong private 
sector & state 
govt. leadership

− Advanced Asia 
export dialogue

Japan/Korea
− Strong national H2 funding 

across value chain
− Leadership in H2

technologies
− Strong RE installation track 

record despite high costs
− Long-term import strategy 

but potential large-scale 
production possible with 
ramp-up of offshore wind 
sector

Highlights:



Comparison of “Hydrogen Export” Countries

Middle East Australia Chile / Brazil Europe Sub-Saharan Africa

Key Countries/ 
States

UAE, Saudi Arabia, 
Oman

Strong activity across 
states

Ceará in Brazil and 
coastal/port clusters

Northern: Denmark, 
Norway, Sweden
Southern: Spain, 
Portugal 

South Africa, Namibia, 
Botswana, Bolivia etc. 

Renewable 
resource / 
LCOE



• Lowest cost LCOE 
globally given strong 
procurement

• Less hybrid solar-
wind potential



• Excellent solar, wind 
and hybrid potential



• Excellent solar, wind 
and hybrid potential

◕
• Immense North Sea 

offshore wind-
hydrogen projects

• Strong Southern 
Europe solar

◑
• Excellent renewable 

resources but 
relatively poorer 
procurement track 
record

Transportation 
& storage ◕

• Saudi: largest 
ammonia exporter 
globally by far

• Long-term prospects 
for pipeline to EU 
market

◕
• Initial export of green 

ammonia 
• Ahead on H2

shipping technology 
devt. with Japan

◔
• No existing ammonia 

export infrastructure



• European Hydrogen 
Backbone planned

• North Sea pipelines + 
AquaDuctus

• Denmark-Germany 
pipeline under study

◔
• No existing ammonia 

export infrastructure 
(some but limited in 
SA)

Regulatory 
drivers ◑

• Project development 
government-led to 
date

◑
• Strong state govt. 

leadership but lack 
of federal funding 
support

◑-◕
• Lack of govt. funding
• Chile first H2 tender 

held in Sep-21
• Brazil active state 

leadership 



• Strong carbon 
pricing anchoring 
early offtake

• Strong EU and 
national funding

◔
• Government interest 

but no concrete 
funding/support 
mechanism to date

Country 
investability



• High



• High
◑-◕

• Chile: High
• Brazil: More 

challenging



• High
◔

• Reliant on DFI 
support, except SA



Methodology

Regulatory Drivers
Strength of regulatory drivers in the form 
of direct and indirect support to kick start 
hydrogen investments across the value 
chain. 

Local Demand Transportation & Storage
Potential for local demand for clean 
hydrogen that may incentivize production 
in the country—particularly while hydrogen 
transportation costs remain prohibitive or 
infrastructure undeveloped.

Readiness of countries’ hydrogen 
transportation infrastructure for 
massive scale up of hydrogen 
production and use. 

30% 20% 15%

Renewable Resource
Cost and technical potential of onshore 
and offshore wind and solar. A bonus is 
given to countries with large existing 
hydropower resource and hybrid 
wind/solar potential

Investability Energy Insecurity
Perceived risk and attractiveness of 
investment and lending to hydrogen 
projects. 

Energy insecurity of a country –
assuming that higher insecurity is a 
driver for a country to invest in 
domestic renewable hydrogen 
production.

25% 10% 5%



Country Tearsheets


